PREPARING FOR
THE OFF-PAYROLL RULES
(IR35 REFORM)
FOR RECRUITMENT AGENCIES AND HIRING ORGANISATIONS

INTRODUCTION
IR35 is the common term for the Intermediaries Legislation, first
introduced in April 2000 with the aim to address tax avoidance
by individuals working in the role of an employee but through an
intermediary, such as a limited company.
Limited company contractors - otherwise known as personal
service companies (PSCs) - have been responsible for
determining their status and paying the relevant taxes up until
April 2017, when public sector contractors were subject to the
decisions of their end client. These rules will be extended to the
private sector from April 2020.
IR35 is a complicated piece of legislation, ultimately
differentiating a genuine business operation from those acting
as an employee of the end client. There are a number of tests
used to determine employment status for tax which have
been developed in historic case law, however these are open to
interpretation by contractors, end clients, HMRC, and the courts
alike, creating confusion and uncertainty with its application.
Despite the change to the administration of the rules, the IR35
legislation itself remains unchanged.
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IR35 REFORM
New rules regarding IR35 in the public sector, otherwise known as the ‘off-payroll working
rules’ came into force on 6th April 2017. This will be extended to the private sector from 6th
April 2020 for medium and large businesses only.

“

The government will reform the off-payroll working
rules (known as IR35) in the private sector. This follows
consultation and the roll-out of reform in the public sector.
Responsibility for operating the off-payroll working rules
will move from individuals to the organisation, agency
or other third party engaging the worker. To give people
and businesses time to prepare, this change will not be
introduced until April 2020.” (Budget 2018)
Businesses classed as small for the tax year will be exempt from the new rules:
This is defined as a company which satisfies two or more of the following requirements (as
per the Companies Act 2006):
1. has an aggregate net turnover less than £10.2 million
2. has an aggregate balance sheet total less than £6.1 million
3. has less than 50 employees
Draft legislation was published on 11th July 2019. As expected, the rules set in the draft
legislation differ very little from those in the public sector.
There could still be further changes in the lead up to the reform’s implementation on 6th
April 2020, however these will only be small tweaks and refinements. We expect to see
further guidance and clarification on the proposed rules over the coming months.
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THE HISTORY OF IR35
2000
IR35 COMES INTO FORCE

setting the scene for the next decade of
enquiries and confusion over the rules

2010
tasked with reviewing IR35
The IR35 Forum is introduced
to engage stakeholders

2011

2012
Amendment requires

Discussion document published
to explore possible changes to IR35.
The BETs are also abolished

2013

2015
2016

PUBLIC SECTOR ASSURANCE

rules require contractors to provide their
public sector clients with assurance of
their IR35 status. HMRC’s Business Entity
Tests (BETs) are also introduced
Travel and subsistence rule means
PSCs cannot claim such expenses
when operating inside IR35. A
consultation is also held to reform
IR35 rules for public sector -

2017
IR35 REFORM FOR PUBLIC
SECTOR IS ENFORCED

placing the responsibility for determining
IR35 on the engager. HMRC release
CEST tool (Check Employment
Status for Tax) to assist businesses
in applying the new rules

2018
2019

2020

Consultation is held to extend
reform into private sector. This is

Further consultation is held to

IR35 REFORM FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IS ENFORCED

with small business engagers exempt
from applying the new rules
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WHAT ARE THE OFF-PAYROLL
WORKING RULES?
The responsibility for determining the IR35 status of a contract will shift from the limited
company contractors to the private sector engagers, and will be applied to all payments
made on or after 6th April 2020.
Private sector businesses will be responsible for determining the IR35 status of all of their
off-payroll workers, whilst the fee-payer (usually a recruitment agency) will be responsible
for deducting the relevant tax and National Insurance contributions at source.
Where a contractor is deemed to be ‘inside IR35’ (i.e. employed for tax purposes), the feepayer will also be required to pay Employer’s NI and the Apprenticeship Levy.

UNDER CURRENT RULES

Contractors are responsible for
determining their employment
status under the IR35 rules and
paying the relevant tax and
National Insurance.

UNDER NEW OFF-PAYROLL WORKING RULES

Hiring organisations are responsible
for determining the employment
status of their contractors under
the IR35 rules.

The fee-payer is responsible for
deducting the relevant tax and
National Insurance contributions at
source. Depending on the contractual
chain, this would usually fall to either
the client or recruitment agency.
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YOUR OBLIGATIONS AS THE
HIRING ORGANISATION
Clients must provide a ‘Status Determination Statement’, which states whether or not
you believe IR35 applies, to both the contractor and the next party in the contractual
chain - which will often be the recruitment agency - and crucially, the reasoning behind
it. Reasonable care must be taken in arriving at a determination - HMRC are expected to
publish further guidance to define the reasonable care provision.
Until the statement is provided, you will be classed as the fee-payer, taking on the IR35
liability and responsibility for deducting the appropriate tax and NICs from the contractor
before paying this to HMRC.
This could be seen as an attempt from HMRC to stop blanket determinations, which in
the public sector have resulted in thousands of contractors being placed inside IR35 as
engagers attemptded to protect their liability.

CLIENT-LED DISAGREEMENT PROCESS
If a contractor or fee-payer disagrees with an IR35 decision, the end client has 45 days to
respond and must provide the reasoning for the decision made.
If the end client fails to do this, they will then become the fee-payer, meaning the IR35
liability will transfer to them, assuming they don’t carry it already.

YOUR OBLIGATIONS AS THE
RECRUITMENT AGENCY
Upon receipt of a ‘Status Determination Statement’ from the client, recruitment agencies
will be required to either pass the statement along the supply chain to the fee-payer, or
where the recruitment agency is the fee-payer, deduct the appropriate tax and NICs from
the contractor’s fee before making payment.
You will also be responsible for paying the relevant Employer’s NI and Apprenticeship Levy
to HMRC.
The liability will sit with the fee-payer which will in most cases be the recruitment agency,
unless the client fails to adhere to their obligations. See page 7 for information on the
transfer of liability.
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TRANSFER OF LIABILITY
OBLIGATION-BASED LIABILITY
In situations where HMRC does not receive the tax due, the government proposes that the
liability should initially rest with the party that has failed to fulfil its obligations until such a time
that it did meet those obligations. This means that the liability would move down the labour
supply chain as each party fulfils its obligations.
The government believes that by giving HMRC the power to move any liability down the labour
supply chain it provides an incentive for all involved to comply with the revised legislation and
their new obligations, thereby increasing overall compliance.

So if a PSC provides its services to an end
client via an agency and that agency is the
fee-payer, then provided that the agency has
received the status determination statement
from the end client - if they do not act on that
determination, HMRC will seek any income tax
and NICs from the agency as it has not fulfilled
its obligations in line with the legislation.

CLIENT

AGENCY/FEE-PAYER

PSC

However, in the above scenario, if the
end client failed to pass on the status
determination statement to the agency/fee
payer or the statement failed to provide the
required information, then HMRC will seek any
income tax and NICs from the end client as it
has not fulfilled its obligations in line with the
legislation.
Furthermore, again in the above scenario if the
agency has received the status determination
from the end client but does not act on that
determination and the agency then ceases to
exist, HMRC will seek any income tax and NICs
from the end client as HMRC would be unable
to collect the income tax and NICs from the
agency.

SED

CLO

The above examples are based on a labour supply chain involving only three parties, the PSC,
agency/fee payer and end client, however, when there are more parties involved in the labour
supply chain and non-compliance takes place, determining who is ultimately liable for any
income tax and NICs becomes more complicated.
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“

Since we started working with Qdos we have been
continually impressed by their technical excellence
and flexible approach to designing bespoke solutions
for complex requirements. By combining cutting edge
technology with their knowledge of the legislation, they
have provided us with an excellent service which has been
of considerable benefit to our business and clients. Their
knowledge of the market is exceptional and, as a result,
they are very proactive and able to offer helpful advice
and ideas.”
- Steve Witts, Group Head of Tax and Treasury, Hays
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PREPARING FOR REFORM
From April 2020, medium and large private sector businesses will be responsible for
determining the employment status of any PSC workers they engage.
Those workers who fall inside of IR35 will be required to have tax and NICs deducted at
source from their income – the responsibility of this will fall to the fee-payer which will
usually be the client or the recruitment agency depending on the contractual chain.
Taking steps to understand your contractor workforce from an IR35 perspective is imperative
to help you build a process for managing the reform when it comes into effect.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO
Early analysis will give you a view of your current contractor processes and an indication of
the IR35 status of your PSC workers, giving you the opportunity to consider any scope for
optimising business processes for IR35 compliance.

WHAT TO CONSIDER BEFORE REFORM IS IMPLEMENTED

1.

How many contingent workers you have engaged and
who are they? What are their roles?

2.

How you’re going to establish the facts of each 		
engagement on a case-by-case basis and the 			
processes you are going to follow to comply with the
new rules

3.

What advice, resources, and tools you can use to make
informed decisions about your contingent workforce
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CHECKLIST FOR REFORM
ASSESSING YOUR BUSINESS
1. Identify your contingent workforce.
a. How many are PSCs (personal service companies)?
b. Can these PSCs be grouped into the same/similar services?
c. Which workers or groups of workers are critical to your projects?
2. Identify the provision of any managed/outsourced services.
 . Identify who is responsible for making decisions on the employment status of your
3
off-payroll workers.
a. Agency
b. Client
c. Other
4. Identify who will carry the tax liability (this will be the fee-payer).
a. Agency
b. Client
c. Other
5. Identify the different contractual chains (for hiring organisations).
a. All direct hires
b. All engaged via recruitment agencies
c. Mixture of direct hires and those engaged through recruitment agencies

YOUR PROCESSES
6. Establish how the facts of each engagement will be assessed on a case-by-case basis
(applicable party in chain).
a. HMRC’s CEST
b. Qdos Status Review service
c. Combination of CEST and Qdos Status Review
d. Other service/internal assessments
7. Establish process for communication between recruiters and hiring managers.
a. How will the end client ensure a status determination statement is generated for each
engagement?
b. How will the end client communicate their status determination statement to the 		
recruiter?
c. How will the recruiter ensure they receive determination statements from all of their
end clients?
d. How will a role be assessed, and by who, before advertising?
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8. Review payroll processes and how these could be applied for contingent workers
operating inside IR35 (applicable to the fee-payer which is usually the recruitment
agency).
a. Do you have existing payroll systems for deducting the relevant tax and National 		
Insurance contributions?
b. Are existing payroll systems suitable for managing a contingent workforce?
c. Are you equipped to issue payslips to contractors operating inside IR35?
9. Consider how the information is going to be compiled and reported upon.
a. How will you maintain a record of determinations made (to applicable party in chain)?
Qdos Status Review includes immediate download of all determinations made via the
system.
b. How will you prove payments made to contractors (fee-payer)?
It is crucial to keep a record of payments that are made to contractors, which will need to
be reported to HMRC using a Full Payment Submission, similar to that of PAYE workers, and
keep a record of deductions on a deductions working sheet.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
10. Avoid walkouts by liaising with PSC workforce
It is key to ensure that those who are operating through their own Personal Service
Companies (PSCs) are liaised with and are aware of the changes. Consistent and relevant
dialogue is crucial to ensure there are no walkouts, as experienced in the public sector, and
both parties involved are fully aware of the decisions that are made, and how they are
made.
11. Train relevant internal resource on IR35
In order to effectively determine each status correctly, it is important for the relevant
resources to be trained on IR35, so that they are capable of following the rules. Each
engagement should be reviewed on its own merit and making ‘blanket’ decisions must be
avoided. Whilst there may be similarities in the delivery of services within certain groups of
workers, there should still be a considered assessment undertaken.
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IR35 AUDITS
An IR35 Audit provides an assessment on your organisation’s readiness for IR35 reform, otherwise
known as off-payroll working, in the private sector. It is designed to advise you on the impact of
the changes to your business and will play a key role in assisting your organisation to prepare for
the reform, ensuring an understanding of your new responsibilities and workforce structures.
Undertaking this work prior to the introduction of the legislation will provide you with detailed
information to support discussions within your business when considering your ongoing
compliance management strategy, and to present practical solutions to your clients.
We will assess your contractor business processes as well as the employment status of your
off-payroll workers, providing expert advice in the format of an audit report and based on
our years’ of experience defending IR35 enquiries. The report will include recommendations to
ensure that your business can continue to operate successfully once the change in legislation is
implemented.

BENEFITS OF AN IR35 AUDIT
An IR35 Audit will help your organisation prepare for the introduction of the off-payroll working
rules (IR35 reform) by:
•
•
•
•

assessing your current contingent workforce
advising you on the impact of the off-payroll working rules
(IR35 reform) on your organisation
providing you with detailed information to support discussions
within your business
presenting practical solutions for you and your clients

The audit is conducted by senior IR35 consultants with over ten years’ experience in the field. They
will generate a report including recommendations to ensure that your business can continue to
operate successfully once the change in legislation is implemented.

Contact Nicole Slowey on 0116 478 3380 or nslowey@qdoscontractor.com for more
information.
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ISSUES TO AVOID
There were a number of issues experienced with IR35 reform in the public sector, and with
the private sector much larger, the issues presented could be far greater and far more
detrimental to the economy. The private sector should take advantage of the time awarded
to them by the government by preparing well ahead of the reform’s implementation, and
avoiding key issues experienced.

BLANKET DETERMINATIONS
A blanket determination is the broad application of an IR35 status to a large group of offpayroll workers without due consideration or assessment. Whilst role-based assessments are
considered compliant in the eyes of HMRC (see page 15 for more information on this), the
blanket application of a determination is not compliant with the rules.
Applying blanket determinations or banning the use of contractors altogether can lead to
recruitment difficulties.
Stephen Barclay, Minister of State for the Department of Health and Social Care, stated
that “58% of central public bodies have not experienced problems with filling off-payroll
worker vacancies and 63% have not experienced an increase in contractor rates payable as
a result of the new legislation.”
Although 58% may have not experienced problems, that means 42% are experiencing
difficulty in filling vacancies, which is almost half of the central public bodies.

EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS
Whilst operating outside IR35, contractors are not taxed the same as employees, and
therefore do not need to seek employment rights such as paid holidays; however, if
operating within IR35, they are taxed the same as any other employee would be, but are still
not entitled to the same rights.

In late September 2018, Susan Winchester, an inside-IR35 contractor engaged by HMRC
themselves, successfully claimed for unpaid holiday pay of more than £4,000 which she
claimed she was entitled to in an out-of-court settlement. Ms Winchester was contracted
as an agency worker and therefore entitled to employment rights. HMRC decided to settle
out of court and allowed Ms Winchester to claim what she was entitled to, setting in
motion more noise that these rights must be considered, and to move forward with reform
in the private sector without considering these changes would essentially be breaking the
Government’s promise to support small business.
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This gives a warning to any organisation looking to apply IR35 as a risk-averse strategy to
attempt to curb any liability, that a risk will still remain for defending against employment
disputes.

89%

			
			

of contractors surveyed by Qdos 		
called for employment rights when 		
working inside IR35

CEST’S RELEVANCE
HMRC developed an online IR35 status determination tool - Check Employment Status for
Tax (CEST). It is regularly criticised for its lack of relevance to specific roles and industries
– a flaw which Recruitment and Employment Confederation (REC) believes extends to the
changes overall - and ignores key status tests due to HMRC’s simplistic interpretation of
case law.
The tool also puts an over-reliance on the right of substitution test, and contains
discrepancies in wordings which are crucial, as it not only changes the situations
considered to be acceptable, but also demonstrates the lack of care and understanding in
generating the questions.
The solely digital nature of the tool means that context is not provided, and the supporting
notes are not always sufficient to omit the misunderstanding of questions. CEST’s digital
logic also does not enable it to make a determination on borderline cases, leaving 15% of
users without a determination to base their decisions.

CONTRIVED ARRANGEMENTS
In a reaction to IR35 reforms, first in the public and now in the private sector, many
organisations have been purporting the use of a clear Statement of Work as a way of
circumventing the changes, as HMRC’s guidance states that clients who are receiving
‘outsourced’ services will be exempt.
If services are genuinely outsourced, the supplier of the services (i.e. the consultancy or
agency) is considered the client for the purposes of IR35 and therefore carries the
responsibility for determining the status of its contingent workers.
However, when organisations are looking to change existing arrangements from a provision
of labour to outsourced services. It may be that the supplier in question is not set up to
manage projects themselves and simply replacing the existing written agreements with a
Statement of Work contract is not enough.
As is the case with IR35 in general, it is imperative that the structure of any written
contract is borne out in reality, as the true facts will always take precedence.
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ROLE-BASED ASSESSMENTS
Role-based decisions have been deemed as ‘legitimate’ by HMRC. In theory, should every
contractor working within the same role for the end client be subject to equal contractual
terms and vitally, equal working practices and circumstances, it would be acceptable to
determine that all contractors working under that role would be classed the same.
In practice however, it is not as straightforward. Role-based assessments don’t recognise
more specific factors to the contractor, such as being in business on your account. This
would be taken into account in an enquiry and could have an impact on the ultimate status
of the contract.

Role-based assessments can only make a
determination based on limited factors and
therefore should always be followed by an
individual assessment after the contractor
has commenced the engagement.

IR35 requires the case-by-case assessment of a contract. In the case of ECR Consulting
Ltd v HMRC, the tribunal judge gave much credence to the fact that ECR had company
stationery, business cards, and a company website. The judge said it was clear “that ECR is
a genuine business” and referenced the important practice of “painting a picture” when it
comes to determining the IR35 status of an engagement.
From our experience in the public sector, agencies and clients prefer to advertise a role
with its likely IR35 determination based on the role - an acceptable practice for ensuring
transparency in the hiring process.
However, role-based assessments can only make a determination based on limited factors
and therefore should always be followed by an individual assessment after the contractor
has commenced the engagement in order to ensure the correct determination has been
made based on all IR35 status tests.
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SECTOR
YOUR IR35 REFORM CALENDAR
MAY
CONSULTATION DEADLINE
28TH MAY
Issue response to the
consultation to have your
organisation’s voice heard

2019

AUGUST

JUNE
Identify current workforce,
labour supply chains, and
where tax liability sits in
each scenario
Begin communication with
stakeholders as early as
possible to ease concerns

SEPTEMBER

Finalise processes to be taken and implemented to comply
with the off-payroll rules.
You should ensure a joined up approach within the supply
chain - roundtable discussions and client /supplier
meetings will be commonplace during this time.

NOVEMBER
Assess each off-payroll
worker currently engaged informing workers and
fee-payers of results

2020

EXPECTED AUTUMN
BUDGET

FEBRUARY

DECEMBER
Review contractual
agreements and amend
to reflect inside/outside
arrangements where
necessary

MARCH

JULY
Undertake a high level
assessment of current
workforce - identify essential
contract roles and the impact
of rate increases
DRAFT LEGISLATION
11TH JULY

OCTOBER
Inform contractors of
processes to be undertaken
- keeping the workforce
engaged and informed will
help prevent disputes and
unnecessary worry

JANUARY
Assess new roles and
advertise with likely status
Ensure plans for internal
training are in place
Ensure stakeholders are
informed

APRIL

Assess any new roles for IR35 and include likely status in role
adverts
Conduct training for internal staff on new processes
Keep stakeholders informed and engaged in the lead up to
implementation

IMPLEMENTATION OF
OFF-PAYROLL RULES
6TH APRIL 2020
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QDOS STATUS REVIEW
With the introduction of the public sector IR35 reform, Qdos developed a compliance
management system known as the Qdos Status Review for recruitment agencies and end
clients engaging contractors in the public sector.
The system has enabled over 100 public sector recruitment agencies and end clients to
minimise the disruption of the rules, provide a fair opinion for their contractors, and insure
the risks involved.
This system will function perfectly for the private sector as well, and is flexible to any
changes which may be encountered before April 2020.

WHAT IS STATUS REVIEW?
The Status Review is an online portal for managing IR35 reform, combining case-by-case
assessments with a management system, and tax liability insurance for the fee-payer on
‘outside IR35’ assessments. The recruitment agency plays a pivotal role where one exists in
the contractual chain, however the SR system is suitable for direct hires as well.
The account user will issue their contractor(s) with an invitation to undertake the
42-question assessment. Once submitted, the assessment is reviewed by a Qdos IR35
consultant and a determination is made. The end client is then issued a report and invited
to accept or decline the result. A final determination will be issued once all parties are in
agreement with the facts of the case and a status determination statement will be issued to
all parties in the chain.
Status Review also provides role-based assessment functionality for advertising new roles,
linking to the individual assessments completed after the engagement commences.

WHY USE STATUS REVIEW?
The Status Review system reduces the risk of incorrect determinations and involves
the contractor in the decision-making process, fundamental in reducing walkouts and
disagreements in status decisions, whilst still maintaining the control and approval
requirements for the end user.
•
•
•
•

Assessments are made by IR35 experts with nearly 20 years’ experience in the field
Includes communication channels between contractor, agency, and client
Ensures compliance with the rules for each party in the chain
Tax liability insurance is available to cover the risk for the relevant party
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CEST VS STATUS REVIEW: COMPARISON
Status Review provides all parties involved with complete transparency by maintaining
communication throughout the progress of an assessment. This ultimately reduces
administration costs and the risk of a disgruntled workforce, whilst ensuring compliance
with the rules.
‘Outside IR35’ determinations are insured by a Tax Liability Cover policy which protects the
fee-payer against IR35 tax liabilities should they be subject to a HMRC investigation.

		

CEST

STATUS REVIEW

Includes all recognised status tests

No

Yes

Provides free text fields for further context
and explanation
Relies on digital logic

No

Yes

Yes

Assessed by an IR35 consultant

No

No - every submission is
reviewed by an experienced
IR35 consultant
Yes

Percentage of assessments where a
determination is made
Can include tax liability insurance for
fee-payer
Includes all parties in contractual chain

85%

100%

No

Yes

No

Yes

Ensures communication and collaboration
between all parties in contractual chain
Party completing the assessment

No

Yes

System available to all
parties, however usually used
by the agency or client
Free

Contractor - with input from
agency and end client

Cost

Free*

*Each use of the system is bespoke to the account user’s requirements. Most users pass the
fees to their contractors, however some businesses prefer to undertake the cost themselves.
Please get in touch for pricing structures.
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Whilst Qdos Contractor is well known for providing contractor insurance policies,
it all began for Qdos as a tax consultancy business, specialising in the IR35
legislation. Over the years we have successfully defended over 1,600 IR35 enquiries,
saving contractors an estimated £35million in tax.
Today we review over 2,000 engagements a month for IR35 compliance, provide
over 15,000 contractors with IR35 insurance protection, and provide countless
hours of IR35 advice and consultancy each week.
We have extended these services to the recruitment agencies and public sector
businesses which have acquired the responsibilities previously held by the
contractor, providing an independent service that equips every party in the supply
chain with a fair and trusted approach to IR35 assessment.
Over 100 recruitment agencies and public sector bodies including Hays, the Home
Office, and Transport for London, trust Qdos’ opinion on IR35 status.

CONTACT US

NICOLE SLOWEY
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
0116 478 3380
nslowey@qdoscontractor.com

